CAN YOUR
CRAVINGS.

LIQUID PROTEIN FOR REAL RESULTS.

LIMU LEAN® BURN

LIMU LEAN® PROTEIN SHAKE MIX

A refreshing powerhouse of industry-first liquid protein, BURN is
designed to curb your appetite, accelerate weight loss and reduce
body fat. Each can is power-packed with our proprietary, Fucoidan-rich
Limu Moui seaweed extract; 20g of premium protein complemented
by vitamins, minerals and fiber; plus 100mg of natural caffeine to
promote sustained energy and suppress hunger cravings.

With four sources of the highest-grade proteins on the market, LIMU
LEAN Protein Shakes are a powerful blend of healthy, balanced nutrition
in two delicious flavors: Creamy Vanilla and Dutch Chocolate. Fucoidanenriched LIMU LEAN Protein Shakes are perfectly formulated for weight
loss and workout recovery, making them the key to managing your
weight and achieving your fitness goals.

WHY

WEIGHT?
SHAKE IT OFF.

POUNDS DOWN

Throw it back and kickstart
your new LEAN routine.

PREMIUM

BODY FUEL.

WHEY LESS

Balance your system with
®
GanedenBC³⁰ probiotics that support
immune function, digestive health
and protein utilization as part of a
balanced diet and healthy lifestyle.
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BE HOT

Turn it up! BURN is
a ready-to-drink
powerhouse of
premium protein,
natural caffeine and
our proprietary Tongan
Limu Moui seaweed
extract. Fight snack
attacks with a liquid
sneak attack!

LE

With up to 250% of
your daily needs of 13
different essential
vitamins and minerals,
plus 7g of soluble
fiber for digestive
support, you’ve got
one supremely healthy
solution to ignite your
fitness goals.

AC
CE

GOOD STUFF

SAY GOODBYE TO …

your body has

met its match.

fucoidan-rich

IMMUNE SUPPORT

Seaweed
supernutrient

Clinically backed
probiotic formula

clean ingredients

performance-driven

No artificial
colors or flavors

Flex your
fitness success
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I

One of the most thermogenic food
sources available, our w
 hey-focused
protein blend keeps your metabolism
working hard so you’re burning
calories all day strong.

GUT CHECK

BURN fuels your body
with hunger-fighting
natural ingredients
and refreshing energy
to help suppress
cravings, accelerate
weight loss and
reduce body fat by
enhancing your body’s
burn potential.

H
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SS

Each serving is individually packaged
for portability, providing convenient
nutrition so you’ll never have to deal
with bulky bags or canisters again.

G

PACK A PUNCH

EI

Finish off your workout with a
delicious LIMU LEAN shake to recover,
replenish and reenergize with the
highest-quality proteins on the market.

W

STEP 3: sip

RE-UP

GET YOUR LEAN ON.

LL
ER

Combine with 8 oz of water
or milk and add your favorite
healthy ingredients

HERE’S THE SKINNY.

N
TR
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STEP 2: mix

PROTEIN IN YOUR POCKET.

CO

Tear open a packet of
LIMU LEAN Protein
Shake Mix.

TE

STEP 1: RIP

quality nutrition
22 vitamins
and minerals

GLUTEN-FREE

Promotes strong
digestive function

fucoidan-rich

natural caffeine

clean ingredients

performance-driven

Seaweed
supernutrient

No artificial
colors or flavors
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Energy without
the crash

Flex your
fitness success

quality nutrition
13 vitamins
and minerals

GLUTEN-FREE

Promotes strong
digestive function

